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Abstract. Traditional paper certificates and electronic certificates are difficult to
handle and preserve, may need third parties to authenticate the certificate, take a
lot of time, and have a potential of being tampered with. People routinely fabricate
certificates to represent their credentials and degrees. A false certificate created by
a skilled con artist is never easy to spot and address as the real one. As a result, it is
imperative to enhance the certification andverification procedure. So, to avoid such
issues, we want to develop a project where we can use blockchain technology for
verification of certificates. Initially University will enter the students roll number
and upload their college certificate and it will be stored on Interplanetary File
System (IPFS) by generating a hash which uniquely identifies that block. Now
any person like the student or recruiter or an administrator can fetch and verify
the college certificate by providing a unique hash value and roll number of the
student. Andwe can also validate the certificate by providing the certificate and roll
number of the student in case we forget the generated hash value. This can result
in increased security, lower costs, and a quicker platform for verifying educational
certificates.
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1 Introduction

The fundamental pattern of a student’s education in India is to enroll in kindergarten, then
transferring to a different school for elementary, middle, and high school courses. After
graduating fromsecondary school, pupilsmust nowapply for admission to junior college.
For students, this is the basic cycle of the academic year. This cycle has the drawback of
requiring a student to submit all the certifications for approval at each stage. This could
result in the certificate being broken or lost. Also, the validator finds it time-consuming
to authenticate each certificate. It is quite difficult to maintain track of and certify such a
large number of records due to the country’smassive population.Certificatemanipulation
and the creation of false certificates consequently turn into negative occurrences. As
technology advances, it becomes easier to create fake certifications. It will need a lot of
focus to distinguish between a real certificate and a phoney one, which will waste time.
Finding a clear solution necessitates a major investment of time, money, and resources.
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Blockchain technology holds the promise of eradicating this flaw. Why then utilize
Blockchain? because it is impossible to change data in a blockchain under normal cir-
cumstances. Even when data is altered, it only takes a little period of time for us to notice
the difference. The system would always be trustworthy and authorized. The problem
of tampering is now resolved. The time required for validation is the next problem that
is raised. The system we design will store certificates in addition to validating them.
Because everything is automated, validating the paper simply needs a few seconds.
The certification process will retain everything digitally, so a student won’t have to be
concerned about the certificate becoming lost or damaged.

1.1 Problem Background

The problem arises with the student certificates in each stage of student’s life for vali-
dation. As the data is huge, sometimes the data may be lost or tampered. The validator
finds it challenging to authenticate each certificate. The production of false certifications
is getting simpler as technology develops. Differentiating between authentic and fraud-
ulent certifications takes a lot of labor, which takes time. Because of centralization and
digitization, the issue of fraudulent credentials has become a headache for both colleges
and recruitment firms. Innocent people’s lives might be lost as a result of false buildings
planned by false engineers and false medical care provided by false physicians. At the
very least, it is necessary to properly validate the certificates before allowing someone
to join the organization.

1.2 Problem Definition

Every person’s identity document must be issued and verified in a rapid, dependable,
and secure manner. The mechanisms already in place are operational, but because the
procedure often takes severalweeks, the efficiency and security need to be increased. This
is not just a hassle and awaste of time, but it’s also costly financially and environmentally.
The solution for this problem is to detect fake certificates, store certificates and make
organizations certificate verification easier without the help of third party. Creating a
website using Ethereum blockchain technology that doesn’t allow data tampering and
which makes storage and validation of certificates easier is a way to create a system that
facilitates all the requirements and makes the process of verification and storage simpler.

1.3 Contribution

The following are the main contributions to the research work: In order to verify cer-
tificates without use of third party or central authority, we had developed a website
which uses SHA-256 algorithm to generate hash for the certificate which is stored in
blockchain. This hash is unique and irreversible. It minimizes manual work required for
their verification and ensures security.

The remaining part of the paper follows the same format. By describing current
methodologies and systems, Sect. 2 illustrates the relevant research on existing cer-
tificate verification systems. Section 3 presents the suggested approach for verification
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of certificates using Ethereum Blockchain Technology. Section 4 of the proposal fin-
ishes with a presentation of the results together with any limitations and any future
recommendations.

2 Related Work

To recognize false documents and certifications, both in paper form and digital form,
research has been ongoing. The project focuses on developing a mechanism for both
storing immutable certificates and validating them. The following techniques have been
suggested to reduce the use of fraudulent documents and publications. Blockchain tech-
nology and digital certificate validationswere themain topics of the survey.AnEnhanced
Web Base Certificate Verification System [5] was the title of our first paper. It used the
object-oriented and design methodology (OOADM), with HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap,
and PHP5 as the frontend and backend programming languages, respectively. The fact
that it is centralized, requires a third party, and involves manual verification is a major
drawback. The second publication, An Overview of Blockchain Technology [15], gave
further information about Blockchain. It defined a number of words related to this tech-
nology, including the most crucial idea known as a smart contract. The Blockchain
generates a long chain of nodes and stores the data’s hash in the block before it. When
data is changed, its hash will modify and cease to correspond to the value recorded in the
preceding block, alerting us to the change. Blockchain and Smart Contract for Digital
Certificate was the title of the third paper [8]. There were 3 actors in their design. Insti-
tutions came first, followed by students, and then service providers. Their strategy had
the drawback of using “one hash as a key,” making it available to anyone with the hash.
Next up is our tamper-proof birth certificate [11] document. With the exception of using
the AES technique and IPFS to store the data, their concept was essentially identical to
that of the second paper. They specifically designed their system for birth certificates.
The problem was that neither the original document nor the capability to create certifi-
cates online were ever stored anywhere. We investigated a distinct paper with the title
BlockIPFS (Blockchain enabled Interplanetary File System for Forensic and Trusted
Data Traceability) [3] to address the issue of document storage. We learned about IPFS
and how to combine it with blockchain in this paper. The results showed that BlockIPFS
prevailed in the majority of areas, including upload transaction, read transaction, and
download transaction, when they contrasted conventional IPFS with Blockchain and
IPFS. The final paper put out a trustworthy approach for using blockchain to secure and
validate graduate credentials [14]. In their strategy, the document will be produced by
an issuing authority, and a hashing method will be used to encrypt it, and storing of
the document’s value, just like the methods used in the second and third publications.
Numerous studies have already embraced the object-oriented and design methodology
(OOADM), with HTML5, CSS3, Bootstrap, and PHP5 being utilized for the frontend
and backend, respectively, to store university certificates. Companies are asked to send
a copy of the certificate after receiving the originals from the students. Then they hire
a private firm to do the inquiry. Following manual certificate verification, they transmit
reports to the business conducting background checks. Additionally, no effort was made
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to persuade educational institutions to use this model for the easy exchange of educa-
tional credentials with other institutions in order to facilitate the process of exchanging
certificates.

3 Methodology

The proposed system offers a framework for storing and using blockchain tovalidate
student credentials. It makes use of the Ethereum blockchain technology to conduct the
standard verification process faster, more securely, and with simply one click,thereby
saving time (Fig. 1).

Every blockchain project’s foundation is a contract, a piece of code that executes
on an Ethereum node. Participants who engage with our smart contract include the
following:

3.1 University Admin

College has the authority to issue one or more certificates within the framework. They
upload certificates into a distributed file storage system called IPFS (Inter Planetary File
System). IPFS connects all computers worldwide by using a content-based addressing
scheme to identify each file separately. For the benefit of other network users, any kind
of material may be housed here, and users may also access content from any node that
holds the particular kind of content they are looking for. Some users carry a portion of the
entire quantity of data, allowing for a flexible file distribution and storage mechanism.

Fig. 1. Architecture of the Proposed System
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When IPFS receives this data, it uses its SHA2–256 hashing algorithm to process it.
SHA-256 may transform large input data into a fixed-size hash code of 256 bits (32
bytes). Hashing is always a one-way process. As a result, finding a hash function’s input
is computationally impossible based on the hash output. Large amounts of storage space
are needed to store the original files in the database. Therefore, a method is required to
identify documents in a way that are lesser than their actual size. To complete this task,
a hashing method must be employed. Along with the original Document, this generated
hash is kept in the IPFS and it needs to be stored in the Blockchain. For this, some
generation charges in MetaMask must be approved by the issuer. This hash is then saved
in the Blockchain and cannot be normally modified after that. Even in the unlikely event
that the data is altered, the Blockchain’s other nodes will alert you. It only takes a few
seconds for us to be informed if data is changed. A specific certificate ID is assigned to
each certificate that serves as the distinctive ID required for verification.

For this process, we need MetaMask extension in the browser, ganache and truf-
fle framework using NPM and also local ipfs needs to be installed through command
line. Here truffle will be used to set up the ReactJS application using “truffle unbox
react” command. Then smart contracts need to be created using solidity language inside
contracts folder (Fig. 2).

StoreHash.sol consists of two state variables: ipfsHash and amapping “doc”where id
[Roll number] is the key and ipfsHash is the value. It consists of twomethods: send Hash
takes id and ipfsHash and assigns ipfsHash to id through mapping. Verify Document
takes id and hash as parameters to check the certificate’s legitimacy by comparing the
hashes after applying Keccak256 hash function after encoding the string into bytes.
Then, truffle-config.js file should be created and network should be mapped to Ganache
with network ID 7545. Now, to compile and deploy this contract launch ganache, add
truffle-config.js file and save theworkspace then to deploy this contract run the command
“truffle migrate”. The deployed smart contracts in the ganache network are as shown in
Fig. 2. In ganache, there are 10 accounts with 100 dummy ethers in it and the first account
is the active account which we are using during the process. The account through which
transaction occurs should be imported into MetaMask to make ganache and MetaMask
in sync. When the certificate is uploaded in the main page, it is transformed into a buffer
and uploaded to IPFS. Then this ipfs hash and entered id is sent to send-hash method in

Fig. 2. Deployed Smart Contracts in Ganache
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Fig. 3. Transactions in Ganache

Fig. 4. Generated blocks in the ganache

store Hash contract to map hash and id. Here IPFS will be used to store content, and the
blockchain will keep the created hash.When the interaction with the ganache blockchain
occurs, different transactions take place for contract creation and contract call which are
shown in Fig. 3.

As a result of transaction that occurs after interacting with smart contract new blocks
are generated as shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 Student

Following the successful storage of the certificate in IPFS and hash in Ganache
blockchain, student receives a message regarding certificate details like unique hash
which is generated by IPFS and stored in blockchain and also the certificate itself.

3.3 Validator

Validator can be anyone be it university Admin, Student or any company organization.
They verify the originality of the document. Verification is done by verify Document
method in store Hash smart contract. They have two options for validating the document.

Validating using distinct ID:
The validator can type the specific ID of the document he wishes to validate. The

validity of the certificate is determined by comparing this ID to the ID contained in the
blockchain. A warning arises if a fraudulent ID is presented.

Validating using document:
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The document could also be uploaded directly to the system by the validator. Data
from the document is hashed and compared to the hash saved in IPFS/blockchain. If it
matches, it is successfully verified else it is invalid.

4 Results and Discussion

Some of the outcomes of our implementation are listed in (Fig. 5).

4.1 Certificate Upload

Here only college admin has access to upload the certificate. Admin has to upload the
certificate and student roll number and when he clicks on submit button then certificate
is uploaded to local IPFS and it runs its SHA-256 hashing algorithm to get IPFS Hash
and it will be stored. The identical hash will be transmitted to the Blockchain Node,
where the administrator must first accept the charges in MetaMask before they can be
stored to the Blockchain. After MetaMask approval, some gas fee is utilized to store
IPFS Hash into the local blockchain ganache. Then a transaction hash is generated after
interacting with the contract and then a new block is created in the blockchain (Fig. 6).

4.2 Certificate Verification

Using IPFS Hash
The representative of the authority may provide the specific ID of the document he

wishes to validate (IPFS Hash). When the ID is equal to the ID that is recorded in the
blockchain, certificate verification takes place. A problem arises if a fraudulent ID is
presented (Fig. 7).

Fig. 5. Certificate Upload to IPFS
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Fig. 6. Transaction occurs and new block is generated

Fig. 7. Verification using Hash

Using Certificate itself
The validator also has the option of directly submitting the document. Here the

information in the document is hashed and compared to the hash kept in IPFS. Based on
the comparison’s outcome, the output is either passed as verified or not verified (Fig. 8).

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

The proposed solution entails creating a federated blockchain amongst businesses, aca-
demic institutions, and students. Universities typically add student certificates first, and
then businesses or other verifiers can check the credentials using the certificate. No one
will be able to alter the data contained in a blockchain or incorporate fresh transac-
tions that are backdated. All universities and colleges are able to use this system to add
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Fig. 8. Verification using certificate itself

additional protection to the certificates and student data. The System makes it easier to
submit certificates while reducing the quantity of manual effort needed to verify them.
And students also have a relatively low risk of losing their credentials. By using the
SHA2–256 hashing algorithm, we minimize the quantity of data that has been changed.
The Inter Planetary File Systemwill hold the actual document, while the blockchain will
retain the certificate’s hash. This allows us to maintain data and ensure transparency.

The following are some potential future directions for the work: (i) Development of
a terminal-based document authentication system that allows for multiple file uploads
and incorporates additional usability elements. (ii) This can be extended to ensure the
integrity of all kinds of documents, not just in education field, but in government sectors
where digital time stamping of documents is necessary. (iii) To develop a feature that
gets rid of the fraudulent certificates that are already present in society.
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